
Coronavirus
(Prophetic messages of the 5th & 16th March 2020)

Question: Lord, what is it  that you would like to tell  us about the COVID-19 virus that’s spreading
around the world at the moment?

Message #1

“Are you not surprised? Haven’t I warned you that things would get dark?1 I gave you no details, none at
all, but the time ahead is chaotic. This is what you would expect in this new era of the Kingdom, when
I’m moving to raise up my sons to enter into everything I have for them so they display my glory and do
marvellous things on the face of the Earth. This is their destiny. 

When I created Adam and then cloned Eve from him, I was producing co-regents, beings that would rule
the Earth for me. They had their own authority, and on top of that, they had my authority. We worked
together, we talked together, we were in union, we were in complete understanding. My mind and their
mind were joined. Their heart and my heart were joined, and we operated as a unit.

When I reintroduced this Kingdom which was originally on Earth at creation, it was to allow my sons and
my daughters (for those who can’t cope with the way I describe things as “my sons”) were being returned
to where they were because the regency that they ceded to the enemy has been returned, because I paid
the price and claimed it back. This is why the scriptures talk about being redeemed. But, in this new era of
the Kingdom, as we move forward in something completely different from the way I have worked and my
people have worked for the last 2,000 years, it is rattling the enemy. I have released information to my
prophets and I have spoken to the spirits of countless many around the Earth. They have spoken out what
I have said, and the enemy is aware that things are about to change, and the battle is going to get fierce
because we are advancing.

My sons, those who align with Heaven, those who allow me to grow them and develop them, mature
them so they can operate as sons and learn to operate as priests, and learn to operate as kings, these bring
fear to the enemy. Fear in the form of, “Oh, oh. All the work that I have done in the past is about to be
uprooted. I need to change and move into greater [military]2 offence”. This move of the enemy into being
more offensive, more attacking, results in chaos increasing around the globe. His people, his pawns, will
follow his leading. The planet which is still fallen and the people who are still fallen will work with the
enemy. He will use them and chaos will increase. 

Can you see now why I said the future will be dark. But bear this in mind, it will not be dark as preached
by the Bible prophecy teachers. It will become dark as I allow it. It will become dark because of the
enemy’s revulsion at the fact that my sons are gaining strength to take over his territory.

Do not be surprised at what is coming. Do not be surprised that the coronavirus is causing deaths and
sickness around the Earth. This is just a little taste of the things that are ahead. I have warned you about
this. I gave that warning not to cause you to be anxious, but to prepare – most importantly to prepare
yourself spiritually. 

If you want to be successful in this coming time, you need to yield to me, completely surrender to me so I
can do the work in you, in your spirit and in your mind and your soul and your body, that needs to be
done so that you can rise up and take your place in my army. Those who don’t take on the apprenticeship
that I offer will struggle with what’s ahead. Countless many will refuse to join me in what I’m doing. That
is their choice. But for those who join me, the road ahead is hard, but it is full of glory. 

I gave you advice to align with Heaven. This is the most critical key for your lives from now on. You can
only align with Heaven and align with me when you do two things. One, completely surrender your life in
its totality to me and be prepared to give up everything. Be prepared because I may not ask you to give up
everything, but it’s the heart attitude that I’m looking for. Secondly, you mustn’t have a divided heart. A
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divided heart has more than one loyalty. I must be your greatest love. Your heart must be towards me
only. I must become your Beloved. Your love for your family and for those things that are righteous 3 to
love should not impinge on your great love for me. These two keys will allow you to align with me
because your heart will be mine. 

Remember, I don’t force you into anything. It’s all about the heart, and you must surrender that to me.
You must willingly want it, above all things, in the same way as young lovers give their heart to each
other in the early stages of their courtship. So that is how you give your love to me. It’s an all-consuming
love. Life still goes on [and]4 there are other lovers that are in your life, but it is tiny compared to your
love for me. 

I have so much more to tell you. Listen. Open your ears. Keep them open 24/7. Allow me to speak to you
at all times and in all ways, even during your night sleep. You don’t have to spend time in silence for
hours or in prayer and fasting to hear from me. All that you have to do is have me as your Beloved. Desire
intimacy with me, to be one with me, and open your ears and learn to hear all day long. I will speak to
you in many ways, until you mature, and I don’t need to speak through other things such as nature, music,
books, videos, the Bible, [etc.]5. When we become one, our hearts will be one, our minds will be one, and
spirit-to-spirit communication will be normal. 

Start now. The chaos that’s ahead will need you to be totally reliant on me, out of our relationship, in the
same way that a nation totally relies on their defence force to protect them from the enemy that may be
attacking them. They totally surrender themselves and go about life with the defence force taking on the
role of their defence. So allow me to be your defender. Allow me to prepare you for the chaos that’s
ahead. And by the way, you must approach this time of darkness with joy. Not joy that it’s happening,
because it will impact your families and your lifestyle. But, joy in knowing that the enemy is stirred up
because  I  have  stirred  up my sons  to  begin  the  final  march towards  the  spreading of  my Kingdom
throughout the whole Earth. It will take quite a large amount of time for this to occur, but my joy in you
will keep you stable.

If you allow negativity in any way to creep in, the enemy will use it, and you will be deviated from your
tasks. My joy, joy in me, joy in where I am taking my people, will keep you more even-keeled and allow
you not to stumble. 

Keep listening. I have a great deal more to pass on to you when the time is right.”

Message #2

“Can you see now why I advised you to become more frugal6? As you can see in your nation and around
the world, there is a lack of supply. This lack of supply will continue, on-&-off for some time, for various
reasons. 

Take this as a further warning. Take this as further advice in my love for you, to keep you updated in what
you need to do because of the world situation. 

If  you haven’t  become more frugal,  try eating less,  using less resources,  buying less,  learning to be
satisfied with what you have. Now, this is only a foretaste of the things to come, and in my love for you,
I’m preparing you.

I know many have taken these [messages]7 as rebukes, as corrections, but that’s because they’ve attributed
my concern for them to their memories of being disciplined by their parents and their school teachers. I
am nothing like that. My love for you abounds (to use an old expression). In other words, you can’t
contain my love for you. It is passionate and would overwhelm you if you were in my presence. 

Please see everything I tell you that sounds corrective as my admonition, my urge for you to change. Like
a good parent who trains their children, I’m training you for the future. But like children, you have the

3 – ‘Righteous’ in these documents always means: ‘Right in God’s sight’.
4 – Added to ensure the meaning of the sentence comes through while reading.   [LDS]
5 – Added to ensure the meaning of the sentence comes through while reading.   [LDS]
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wherewithal, you have the ability within you, to reject everything I say. That is your choice.

So use this time with the coronavirus pandemic to search your heart and your mind, and determine within
yourself to align with me. You know that I will guide you if you follow me. You know that I will resource
you and supply all your needs if your focus is on me and my Kingdom, and not on your circumstances
and your  desires  and your  needs.  Take a  good period of time to sit  and check out your life.  In the
Kingdom, abundance flows when you align with me. Because of your autonomy to make your own
choices, you must be prepared for the consequences of being out of alignment with me.

You are adults8, I don’t need to say any more”

Laurence Smart
Distributor for Canberra Company of Prophets

Previous messages are here: LINK 
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CCOP is a company of prophetic people that the Lord established out of a School For Prophets that Robert Misst (NZ) ran in Canberra in
2012-2013. New members are being identified and trained all the time. our mandate is to rise up to be a genuine Australian prophetic voice
to the nation and to our community. our mode of operation aligns with the restoration of the message from the throne, so that like Jeremiah,
we release whatever is on the heart and mind of our King, whether it is appreciated or not by others. As watchmen, we deliver what we
receive as we are accountable to do so. our function is to prophetically speak into the local and national community via prophetic counsel,
both as a company and when requested to by community and business leaders outside of the established church. As Elijah-like prophetic

8 – In the natural realm.
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people, we have committed ourselves wholeheartedly to our King for him to use us as a force for Kingdom change in Australia. Since 2017
CCOP has been expanded to function as a network of prophetic voices.
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